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Abstract: Designing and implementing functional Socio Technical Systems (STS) is
becoming increasingly important, as technologies become more pervasive and critical to
everyday life. Socio technical systems are said to be efficient and useful when they are
“jointly optimized” yet few system designers understand what joint optimization is, and
how to achieve it. The paper explains the core tenets of Joint Optimization and identifies
the need for artifacts to support the built in design of joint optimization in socio technical
systems from the early stages of development. JOM (Joint Optimization Metamodel) is
proposed, as a cognitive artifact to help conceptualize and model joint optimization, and five
types of JO are identified resulting from conceptual evaluation of the metamodel.
Keywords: socio technical system; joint optimization; metamodel

1. Introduction
Technologies, especially information technologies are becoming more pervasive and embedded into
everyday objects, as a result the complexity and size of systems which permeate all aspects of human
life is increasing exponentially: dependencies, interconnections, and causal loops, typically hard to
map, are even more challenging in the case of socio technical systems, to the point that many aspects
of their development are considered “intractable” because they constantly change and evolve in
response to conditions and demands [1]. There are no known mechanisms capable of mapping the
interdependences in Socio Technical Systems (STS) because these are emergent and cannot be
determined in advance. Given the requirement for flexible boundaries capable of rapid dynamic
reconfiguration [2] and large scalable open and participatory communication networks which
characterize contemporary information architectures, more comprehensive techniques to model and
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address requirements are becoming necessary for every type of system development. This paper
identifies some key issues characterizing discourse in this domain, and proposes a metamodel, a type
of cognitive artifact, to support the inherent development of jointly optimized socio technical systems.
2. Motivation
Recurring patterns of behaviors across different types of systems have been observed regularly
throughout the history of science and engineering in many different fields from Leibniz to Ashby [3]
however only relatively recently, with Bertalanffy, the field of systemics [4] emerged as a discipline in
its own right, and a theory of socio technical systems was codified [5]. Today, socio technical theory
permeates and drives, directly and indirectly, large portions of engineering, and has contributed to the
emergence of socio technical systems development practice, referred to by some as socio technical
systems engineering [6]. Given the size and complexity that characterize STS, and, most importantly,
given the fact that each STS is “unique” [7], many efforts toward the standardization of methodologies
and artifacts get stalled. There is strong emphasis in contemporary systems engineering upon “whole
systems” approaches, self-organization, and resilience [8,9]. Among key issues are criticality,
vulnerabilities and failures arising not from technical flaws but due to due to human factors [10],
some of which are observable—such as behaviors and some are not—such as cognition. The new
paradigm of Cognitive Computing has emerged from research as a “category of technologies that uses
natural language processing and machine learning to enable people and machines to interact more
naturally to extend and magnify human expertise and cognition” [11]. Since cognitive computing
revolves around Natural Language Processing, the ability to devise and implement adequate knowledge
representation structures and techniques is essential to systems development [12]. Arguments for
embracing STS approaches are increasingly abundant in the engineering practice: “Infrastructure may
be viewed as part of a continuous relationship with the human and natural environments” [13]. “It’s the
combination of complex engineering factors, with equally difficult human considerations, that makes
complex socio technical so frustratingly difficult to address. Solving this problem requires a new way
of looking at systems, one that takes the unpredictable nature of human behavior into account” [14].
“The engineer, trained and rewarded for technical excellence, is frequently frustrated with what
are perceived as extra “social or environmental design constraints”. However, far from constraints,
broadening the social objectives of engineering presents opportunities for engineering service, if one
makes the effort to look” [15].
A complete understanding of complex socio technical requires diving into the specifics of each
system by adopting a domain-specific perspective. Research establishes the need for better theoretical
understanding to help discriminate between what is relevant and what is superfluous in the description
of socio technical systems [16]. In addition to the arguments found in literature cited above, essentially
identifying a need for novel instruments to support the development of STS, observations carried out
in fieldwork point to the need for streamlined, lightweight socio technical artifacts to support management,
which is routinely caught in the cross fire between investors, shareholders and workforce.
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3. Goal of the Research, Scope and Paper Organization
In our research (ISTCS.org) we concern ourselves with the design and implementation of information
centric socio technical systems, and rely heavily on “models”—as in “model driven engineering”—using
a variety of techniques and approaches. The goal of this research is to devise artifacts to support socio
technical systems development. This paper discusses contemporary issues and core references in socio
technical systems modeling and identifies the need for extended technical instruments to support and
guide development to ensure that socio technical principles and core tenets are built into the system
from inception. The Joint Optimization Metamodel (JOM) is presented and discussed together with an
outline of plans for future work.
4. Method
A mixed method approach is adopted including observations from fieldwork and literature review.
Shortfalls in existing models/metamodeling techniques and approaches to support joint optimization
currently in use are identified, and provide justification for the metamodel. A model driven engineering
(MDE) approach is loosely adopted to devise the proposed metamodel and associated constructs.
5. Socio Technical Systems
Sociotechnical systems (STS) are dynamic, adaptive systems resulting from the interaction of
people using tools, techniques and knowledge (the technical subsystem) to produce a product or
service. This definition considers organizations consisting of three interdependent subsystems: social,
technical, and environmental. Each must be aligned and work together so the organization can function
optimally [17]. STS theory was codified [18] in research of the mechanization of coal mines in Britain.
Typically, the STS knowledge domain is by nature interdisciplinary: in organizational development
and social sciences the focus is mostly on complex organizational work design that recognizes the
interaction between people and technology, while in computer science and engineering is an approach
to develop functional jointly optimized whole systems. STS approaches to systems design and
engineering are becoming increasingly necessary: as research shows [19] critical system failures
often occur for “non technical” reasons, despite flawless technical implementations, due to human
(cognitive and behavioral) and socio technical factors. In most systems, functional performance depends
on the interaction of people and technologies, whereby the correct functioning of systems depend
largely on interactions with stakeholders. A sociotechnical system can be described as a complex
system in which social and technical sub-systems influence one another through feedback loops [1],
producing emergent system behavior, and where the relationship between social and technical
components are constantly redefined and evolve adaptively and dynamically. “Whereas the traditional
organization is maintained in a steady state only by the constant and arduous efforts of management, a
jointly optimized one proves to be inherently stable and self correcting” [20] because a jointly
optimized behaves as an open system, where equilibrium is reached thanks to free flow of inputs and
outputs exchanged with “the environment” irrespective of its states, a phenomenon referred to as
“self-synchronization” [21] where “…all aspects of organizational functioning are interrelated” [22].
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6. Joint Optimization
Because the social and technical elements must work together to accomplish tasks, work systems
produce both physical products and social/psychological outcomes. The key issue is to design work so
that the two parts yield positive outcomes; this is called joint optimization [23].
The emphasis of STS is the inter relatedness of the systems components, to the point that they
cannot be separated. “Joint optimization” (JO) refers to the notion that to achieve optimal performance
a must configured to take into account the entanglement of its social, technical and environmental
aspects. When the social and the technical subsystems are targeted separately, important dynamics of
the ST system “as a whole” may be lost or misunderstood. When sub-systems are optimized in
isolation (suboptimized), degradation of performance or even failure can be caused due to unforeseeable
local interactions. An organization can perform optimally only if the social and technical dimensions
are designed to fit the demands of each other and of the environment [24,25]. Trying to optimize the
technical or social dimension alone will result in the suboptimization of the socio technical whole [20].
Since the socio technical systems functionality is optimized only when there is synergy and collaboration
between people, technology and the environment, tasks and processes and the whole system design
must be devised taking into account the three and their interactions. Achieving joint optimization
is challenging necessary to benefit from the increased efficiency offered by STS vs. pure technical
systems [23]. It remains complicated, due to the simultaneous need to address multiple systems and
unpredictable, due to dynamic interrelationships. No single model or modeling technique exists to guide
development to achieve joint optimization, however some of the underlying principles are:
(1) Responsible autonomy individuals/stakeholders take responsibility for the outcome/performance
can make decisions autonomously;
(2) Adaptability tasks and schedules and overall work procedures can be adjusted by individual
team members to increase optimization (distributed optimization vs. central optimization);
(3) Meaningfulness of tasks [26] including skill variety [27] task identity and “entire cycle of
operations” or whole tasks [17];
(4) Feedback loops and recursive interactions [28].
Additional principles of good practices to facilitate joint optimization are the designing of
organizational processes and components capable of evolving iteratively based on feedback, and the
principle of minimal critical specification, which states that “While it may be necessary to be quite
precise about what has to be done, it is rarely necessary to be precise about how it is done” [29]
whereby designers specify only crucial relationships, functions, and controls, leaving the details open
to iterative evolutions generated by usage.
7. About Models and Meta Models
Novel concepts and conceptual categories co-evolving rapidly, driven by the fast pace of
technological change, make it increasingly challenging to identify and cluster each new set of artifacts
that emerges from rapid socio technical evolutionary cycles into discrete classes. For example: “Object
oriented designs, meant for programming design, often take on the distinct appearance of system
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models of physical networks and devices” [30]. In the definition of the Object Management Group
“A model represents some concrete or abstract thing of interest, with a specific purpose in mind. The
model is related to the thing by an explicit or implicit isomorphism. Models in the context of the MDA
(Model Driven Architecture) Foundation Model are instances of metamodels and, therefore, consist of
model elements and links between them” (OMG). A metaphor used to distinguish models from objects
is that the former can represent a theory [31], while the latter correspond to artifacts as digital
instantiations of the theory [32], with built in behaviors. A “model” in common terminology is inherently
reflective; that is, to say you have a model is to say there exists something that you are modeling.
Models exist to aid in making predictions about the outside reality. They carry no reality of their own.
Models can be adjusted so they better predict reality based on the data to which they have access, and
better infer information from the data they possess [33] “Metamodeling” is the construction of a
collection of “concepts” (things, terms, etc.) within a certain domain. A model is an abstraction of
phenomena in the real world; a metamodel is yet another abstraction, highlighting properties of the
model itself. A model conforms to its metamodel in the way that a computer program conforms to the
grammar of the programming language in which it is written. Metamodeling can be considered as an
explicit description (constructs and rules) of how a domain-specific model is built. In particular, this
comprises a formalized specification of the domain-specific notations. Typically, metamodels are—and
always should follow—a strict rule set [34].
Different approaches exist to derive a metamodel [35]. In software engineering, several types of
models and corresponding activities exist, for example MetaData Model and MetaProcess Model. The
model proposed in this paper is devised following a hybrid approach that incorporates and modifies
elements of various approaches. From the Meta Object Facility (MOF, [36]) a standard for model
driven engineering the model proposed here finds overall justification for the requirement of a metamodel
in the first place. The metaprocess model Software Process Engineering Metamodel (SPEM) justifies
and guides the process metamodel for joint optimization proposed here and the content metamodel
from the Open Group provides a reference for the core/extension architecture of JOM.
8. JOM—A Metamodel for the Joint Optimization of Socio Technical Systems
In systems engineering, various kinds of technical models and artifacts are used to guide critical
aspects of development. The search for a model or a process to guide joint optimization of socio
technical systems yields interesting related frameworks and models, although nothing definitive exists
that satisfies the requirement for a lightweight framework of reference that can be used in agile,
iterative design. In the following paragraphs some existing approaches are summarized, and where
relevant, related aspects of these frameworks are incorporated in our proposed approach, described in
the next section.
(1) In Tracing the Roots: The Influence of Socio Technical Principles on Modern Organizational
Change, Munkvold [37] distinguishes between Social Aspects such as Attributes of people
(attitudes, skills, values, etc.) their Relationships among people, Reward systems, Authority,
structures and Technical Aspects, such as Processes, tasks, technology. In this approach,
however, the two are still considered somewhat “separate”;
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(2) In Metamodel for Understanding, Analyzing, and Designing Sociotechnical Systems,
Alter [38] formulates a valid integrated metamodel expressed as a technical artifact (a series
of diagrams capturing the core socio technical system’s entities and processes). It doesn’t
however—surprisingly perhaps—directly address “joint optimization” as a requirement for
effective STS and does not support JO as a continuum, which this research targets and
emphasizes as an essential inextricable triad of entities in STS. Furthermore, the STS is viewed
primarily as a “work system”, while in our research STS are considered irrespective of whether
the goal is productivity—as in Alters [39] work system—or not. Our approach incorporates
some of the core entities and processes identified in this model, albeit rearranged and with a
higher level of abstraction;
(3) In Organizational Transformation a Model for Joint Optimization of Culture Change and
Evidence Based Design, Hamilton et al. [40] provide a narrative form a model for joint
optimization, with focus on cultural change in the context of evidence based research, however
the outcome of the analysis is not codified and does not yield a technical artifact that can be
used by developers to guide practical implementations of joint optimization;
(4) In Putting Action into Sociotechnical Systems Theory—a proposed analysis of the Australian
Film Industry Socio technical action regulation using START [41] draws from the People
Technology Organization (PTO) framework. The model is domain specific with the focus on an
“industry”, that is a cluster of companies operating in the same field. It identifies four levels of
organizations. The model proposed here does not draw from this approach at this stage;
(5) One of the frameworks of reference used to capture high level aspect of STS is found in Shaping
socio technical System Innovation Strategies using a Five Aspects Taxonomy by Rhodes and
Ross [42]. The Taxonomy identifies and models five aspects common to most socio technical
systems: structural, behavioral, contextual, temporal, and perceptual aspects. According to its
proponents, the taxonomy is used to characterize methods to ensure coverage of essential
aspects of engineering complex systems, to provide a focusing framework to develop and
select systems engineering innovation strategies and an organizing structure for classifying
methodological research projects. JOM considers the five aspects as possible facets and
interpretive lenses, used mostly as conceptual reference and for model evaluation.
8.1. JOM (V1)
This first (alpha) version of the Joint Optimization Metamodel (JOM) presented in this paper
adopts loosely the Content Metamodel of the Open Group as a blueprint, however while the Content
Metamodel follows the steps of the TOGAF Architecture Development Method (ADM) process, JOM
adheres to an archetypal development process commonly known in systems engineering as “lifecycle”
approach. This version of JOM is envisaged to have two main artifacts, one “static” consisting of a
representation of a set of core entities and a dynamic process consisting of a set of steps devised to
capture the joint optimization as a process, and to ensure continuity of the sociotechnical principles
throughout development. JOM represents a first step towards defining a formal structure for a process
to address joint optimization from the very beginning of development. It is intended as a conceptual
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reference to support some level of consistency and to provide guidance for developers and for managers
and various STS stakeholders. As JOM matures and develops iteratively throughout the course of its
application in the field, it is expected to undergo several rounds of refinement and transformations to
evolve it into a fully functional tool.
8.2. JOM Vision and Concepts
Information architectures are based on defining “building blocks” within an architecture, specifying
the relationships between them. The key constructs within the JOM metamodel are: Basic metamodel
architecture based on Core and extension structure, the Extended Boundary, a Core entity, task and
process, and Extensions.
8.3. JOM Architecture
One of the first challenges is to set a comprehensive system boundary inclusive of people and
environment, in addition to pure technical system boundaries [43]. The metamodel starts as a basic
model with minimum feature set (Core) and is designed to support the future inclusion of optional sets
(Extensions) which can be developed and adopted at any stage of development. Core and Extensions
architectures are widely in use in various types of software artifacts, as well as to the Content Metamodel
which serves as blueprint for this version of JOM. The JOM core architecture consists of:
- Core Entities and relations;
- Core STS Tasks;
- Core Processes.
8.4. Extended Boundary
Modeling large scale, complex systems is non trivial, in particular addressing boundary issues
between the technical system and the environment: “Considerations of large-scale engineering systems
often present a dilemma of where to draw the line between a system and its environment. How are
social, political, economic, and institutional issues addressed? How can the techniques of engineering
science be connected with a modern understanding of human decision making, organizational behavior,
and institutional inertia?” [43]. To build joint optimization into a STS from inception, the system
boundary must necessarily include people and environment, resulting in what can be defined as an
extended boundary. It is not possible to achieve joint optimization if the socio and the technical aspects
are modeled separately as different things, because all the modeling, development and engineering
activities that follow are influenced and guided by the boundary. Setting an inclusive boundary
results in the STS being considered as a whole, rather than emerging from the interaction of different
sub-systems. The three aspects of the system contribute different kinds of resources to the resulting STS,
which are complementary and extend each other with corresponding attributes ad relations:
The Human/Social aspect of the system contributes (1) Stakeholders, (2) Goal/scope for the
system/desired functionality, (3) Requirements, (4) Human level intelligence/cognition, (5) Specialized
Knowledge and skills;
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The Technical aspect is derived from some of the “attributes” of the Human/Social aspect, in the
sense that it is generated from requirements and limited by resource constraints, however technology
also recursively extends and influence the Human/Social aspect, for example with extended cognition
and productivity capabilities, in what can be defined as a self determining hermeneutic cycle [44];
The Environmental aspect can be distinguished into Physical and Cultural/Social, contributing
respectively natural resources (such as materials, physical laws, deployment grounds), as well as norms,
languages, and intellectual context. The environment is where the impact of the STS can be observed
and measured, it is also where physical and cultural conditions in turn influence the other two aspects.
Figure 1 represents a STS as a nested holarchy [45,46], where the core element is the human system,
which influences (top arrow) and is influenced by (bottom arrow) the technical system, which in turn
impacts (top arrow) as is constrained by (bottom arrow) the natural system/environment. The arrows
represent both the correlation and interdependence of the three aspects, as well as the recursive
resonance [1] in which each aspect influences on the others. In future work, resources permitting, we
plan to study in more detail this interdependence by modeling and observing changes in behaviors
between the three. A concept known as Total System Boundary [47] found in literature, is analogous to
our STS Extended Boundary illustrated in Figure 1, however it was not applied to joint optimization.
Figure 1. The STS Extended Boundary.

8.5. Core Entities
This is intended as a static part of the metamodel, the purpose of which is mostly to serve as a
“catalog” of core entities and relations. No behavior is ascribed. They are derived from a systematic
review and meta analysis of models of joint optimization in use, some of which have been outlined in
Section 8 of this paper. The Core entities are intended to be a super-abstraction (a high level
abstraction) and a meta synthesis of archetypes which can be observed at some level in “any” STS—at
least to some degree—however these artifacts are designed to be “extensible” and become more
detailed to any desired degree of granularity and to be revised iteratively against the outcomes of
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ongoing evaluation exercises. Table 1 lists the initial set of core entities identified in literature and
from observations in the field, as the minimum essential set without which a STS does not exist.
The other columns correspond to the three core dimensions of a STS, showing how each core entity
plays a role in one or more dimensions. Feedback Loop is introduced as a core element, for completeness
of design. Feedback is also a part of the Core Process Input-Output, discussed below. The next section
provides some justification and an explanation of for these entities and the corresponding dimensional
associations are derived.
Table 1. Schema of Joint Optimization Metamodel (JOM) core entities, and how these
relate to the three main aspects of Socio Technical Systems (STS).
Core Entity
Stakeholder
Goal/Requirements
Culture
Task (Function/Process)
Resource/Input
Resource/Output
Feedback

Social/Human
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Technical
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Environment
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Elements of the work system are abstracted from literature [39] in Tables 2 and 3, and rehashed to
provide a higher level of abstraction and reduce redundancy.
Table 2. Elements of a work system [39].
Customers are recipients of a work system’s products and services for purposes other than performing work activities
within the work system. For example, a doctor who receives a lab result while treating a patient might be viewed as a
customer of the lab, but is not a customer of the work system of providing medical care. Internal customers are
customers of a work system who happen to be employees or contractors of the firm within which the work system
operates. External customers are not employees or contractors for that firm.
Products and services are the physical things, information, and actions that are received or used by the work system’s
customers and that provide direct benefit for its customers. Different groups of customers may benefit from different
products and services produced by the work system.
Processes and activities are actions that occur within the work system to produce products and services for its
customers. Processes and activities include much more than totally structured processes that appear in some IS
definitions as “procedures”. As happens in collaboration systems and many other situations, various processes and
activities performed by participants may be structured, semi-structured, or unstructured.
Participants are people who do the work within the work system. They include both IT users and non-users. Thus,
non-users of IT may still be important to include as participants in the work system. A work systems’s customers are also
participants in many work systems that provide services. In self-service work systems, customers may be the only participants.
Information includes codified and non-codified information created and/or used by a work system.
Technologies include tools that are used by work system participants, plus other tools that perform totally automated
activities. Technologies within a work system include IT and other, non-IT technologies that perform physical
movements or transformations that are visible to users. Many technologies that perform physical activities (e.g.,
automobiles and microwave ovens) include embedded IT.
Infrastructure includes relevant human, information, and technical resources that are used by the work system but are
managed outside of it and are shared with other work systems.
Environment includes the relevant organizational, cultural, competitive, technical, and regulatory environment within
which the work system operates. A work system’s environment should be considered when analyzing a work system
because its success depends partly on surrounding factors that are not part of the work system itself.
Strategies that are relevant to a work system include strategies of the work system, the organization, and the enterprise.
Strategies may or may not be articulated. When articulated, strategies may help in understanding a work system and its
environment.
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Table 3. Elements of a work system streamlined and regrouped as JOM elements.
Customers, Participants = Stakeholder
Products Processes and activities = Process
Strategy = Culture
Information =Resource
Infrastructure = Resource

An outline of JOM elements follows:
Stakeholder. Based on a Stakeholder Taxonomy [48] from literature, a segmentation of different
roles of system stakeholders is identified which includes Beneficiary/User, Negative Stakeholder,
Developer, Operator, Purchaser, Sponsor/Investor, Consultant, Regulator. It should, however, be noted
that (a) in real world STS settings the roles are increasingly interchangeable (b) a stakeholder entity
can have multiple roles, sometimes simultaneously. While Stakeholder primarily pertains to the first
dimension (human/social) as stakeholders are inherently people/human, JOM purports that both
the other two dimensions are directly related the human dimension. For example (a) stakeholders
use/need/create/co-create technologies, and there is interdependence between users cognitive and
behavioral traits technological systems they adopt and vice versa [49,50], as well as by their physical
and cultural environments surrounding them There is a growing consensus that timely and broad based
stakeholder involvement is a vital ingredient for effective environmental assessment, as it is for project
planning, appraisal and development in general. The World Bank has found that public participation in
EIA (environmental impact assessment) tends to improve project design, environmental soundness
and social acceptability [51] and (b) the environment is also a type of external stakeholder in any
given STS [52].
Goal/Function. What purpose should the system fulfill? What problem does it solve? The crux of
what a STS consists of, is initially determined by standard functional requirements. There is a strong
correlation between “goal” and “stakeholder” identification, in that different groups of stakeholders may
have different goals as the priority for the system. How to reconcile different views and stakeholders
expectations is part of a balancing exercise which continues throughout the life of a STS, and relies on
multistakeholder modeling techniques such as IEEE1471 to capture different views and viewpoints.
Culture. Under Culture everything that defines to the socio technical praxis. It includes
organizational culture, axioms, values, beliefs, attitudes, worldviews, paradigms, policies, rules, laws,
procedures. Culture is inherently a social entity, albeit largely intangible, but clearly reflected in the
governance structure and policies not only of the organization (as a cluster of stakeholders) but also of
the STS itself. Technology influences culture, and culture influences technology, culture also impacts
the environment [53,54].
Task (Function/Process). A task is any activity which supports the system goal and objectives, via
“functions”, which are implemented through processes. Typically task models distinguish between system
task model that provide information about how the designed system requires tasks to be performed,
and user task model which is how users perform system tasks, however, in STS terms, a socio
technical task model devised to support joint optimization, must inevitably be the synthesis of both.
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Defining tasks in complex systems is problematic as illustrated by text book example: “if you go
down to a shipyard and look around for as shipbuilder you will find welders, carpenters, foremen,
engineers, and many other specialist, but no shipbuilders. True, the company executives may call
themselves shipbuilders, but if you observe them at their work… consists of writing contracts,
planning budgets, and other administrative activities… they are not in any concrete sense building
ships… a system is building ships, and the system is the shipbuilder” [55].
A concept defined as “core task” for modeling the “outcome critical content” of process control
work in complex, dynamic and technologically mediated environments (such as air traffic control and
nuclear power plant control room), shown in Figure 2, is defined in the Core Task Analysis (CTA)
Framework [56] and used for in analyzing working practices and personal work orientations:
“The result-critical content of a particular work, which defines both the possibilities for action and
the demands that must be fulfilled in all situations in order to maintain appropriate interaction with the
environment”. Nevertheless, the core task concept should not be restricted to individual actions,
but action should be interpreted in a wider perspective of a societal activity that is carried out
co-cooperatively by a number of actors. Therefore, leveraging the same fundamental assumption, the
element TASK in JOM is represented with the set operation, action, activity, motivation.
Figure 2. Core Task Model, Norros [56].

Tasks can be of different kinds, for example Cognitive Manual/Physical Digital/Virtual, but in
contemporary information technology intensive scenarios, it is likely to be a hybrid, which is
becoming increasingly intertwined: cognitive systems automate at least to some extent intelligent tasks
carried out by humans, and also increasingly present in tools and processes which were traditionally
manual and “physical”. Operational tasks, from complex critical systems to everyday chores, are
increasingly technology intensive, and as such implemented via processes, whether routinely automated
or ad hoc. The “environment” is both the space where all tasks and actions take place, and where their
impact/effect becomes observable and measurable. Therefore, the element TASK exists in all three
dimensions of STS models.
Resource (input/output). A STS resource is whatever the system requires to operate and fulfill its
function/goal, as well as the product/outcome of the any system function. It’s a very high level class to
represent everything that is required and everything that is produced, No single standard model exists
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of “System resources”, let alone a model for socio technical systems resources, which is going to be
tackled in more detail in future work. For the purpose of this paper JOM characterizes resources:
tangible/physical (as in materials), cognitive (knowledge, information), and non-tangible (organizational,
belief systems, socio-political infrastructures). STS resources are typically a combination of human,
technical and environmental assets, and as such this element exists also in all three dimensions.
Feedback. Feedback is inherently the life and soul of STS, the single mechanism thanks to which
the system and its various components exchange information to enable goals to be achieved, functions
to be performed correctly and eventually, for all systems states to be reached and maintained, thus
enabling joint optimization. The structure of feedback is recursive: feedback loops gather responses to
outputs and return value-actions and need to be iterative, continuous. Some design tradeoffs have been
considered, whether feedback should be one of the core elements, or part of the core process. Given
the importance of feedback in achieving JO, JOM enlists feedback as both.
8.6. Core Dynamic Relations
Mapping socio technical systems relations, using for example the ER (entity relationship) formalism,
although theoretically feasible, is not within the scope of this metamodel. Given the unpredictable
nature of STS states, scenarios and responses, JOM does not capture nor attempts to characterize
predefined relations, which are left deliberately undefined because these are potentially infinite in
number and behaviors, the identification of which exceeds the scope of a metamodel which represents
reality at a high level of abstraction. Ultimately, everything is related to everything else, and science is
only beginning to discover the subtle dependencies and far sighted correspondences to and causal
dependencies that organize reality in the universe. Given the need to set constrains to support functional
requirements, JOM adopts an existential construct for dynamic relations, which determines whether
there exist a relation between system elements and components, or not, and whether the relation is
unidirectional or bidirectional. Relations in JOM come into existence “at runtime”, whenever:
-

There is a dependency between an entity and any other entity or attribute or part of the system;
There is a communication flow (exchange of data, information or other resource) between entities
and any other dimension or part of the system.

Relations are dynamic, in that over time they can change in nature, intensity frequency, meaning in
reaction to ongoing adjustments of the system to reach and maintain optimal equilibrium to fulfill its
functional capability, irrespective of shifts in conditions and states of other systems elements. In
addition JOM can capture some degree of cardinality if and when this can be realistically determined
using standard notation of the modeler choice.
8.7. Core STS Process
A process essentially consists of what goes on in the system defining its dynamics and efficiency.
That’s where everything that really matters happens, the rest of the architecture consists of mere
“ingredients” for a successful socio technical recipe. Differences in process execution impact the
outcome and outputs. A system process can be defined as “a business process” in the sense that it is
any procedure relevant for creating value [57]. A common example in systems engineering is the
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Business Process Model. What is unique to a STS process, and that has not yet been identified in
standard process models in use, is the process which enables and supports (or disables and inhibits)
Joint Optimization (JO). Joint optimization is the result of a “business process” carried out through
iterative recursions across the three STS dimensions, People Technology and Environment. Each task,
function, process, and activity pertaining to the system must be carried out in relation to all of its
elements and across its core dimensions.
To facilitate Joint Optimization, JOM adopts the central elements of the process architecture of
ARIS (Architecture of Integrated Information Systems) Architecture and Reference Models for Business
Process Management [57], which distinguishes between four interlinked levels of processes:
Process engineering—processes are modeled in accordance with a work schedule. Various
methods for optimizing, evaluating and ensuring the quality of the processes are adopted;
Process planning and control—processes are planned and controlled, with methods for scheduling
and capacity. Process monitoring is the control mechanism;
Work flow control—data information and knowledge objects are scheduled according to work
design criteria, and implemented via work flow processes;
Process execution—the function of enacting the business process.
The specific characteristic of ARIS inherited by JOM (Figure 3) is that “the four levels are
interdependently connected: Information at Level II regarding the profitability of current processes, is
the point of departure for continuous adjustment and improvement of the business processes at Level I.
Work flow Control is linked to Level I, because Work flow Control at Level III requires the
description of business processes. At the same time, Work flow Control reports actual data regarding
the processes to be executed (amounts, times, organizational allocation) back to Level II. Applications
at Level IV are executed from the work flow system at Level III and configured according to the
business process models at Level I” [57]. Another characteristic of the JOM process is that it is
inherently iterative, and self determining, supporting “coevolution” (Figure 4) whereby Interactions
and feedback loops are represented by arrows. Interactions are iteratively defined, as in the Rational
Unified Process (RUP) [58].
JOM core process has a dual function:
(1) Support the development of a STS, by ensuring that (a) comprehensive stakeholder perspective
is adhered to; and (b) each phase of the system development process is carried out iteratively
taking into the account as input the output of the precedent phase;
(2) To ensure that the STS which is the outcome of JOM core process, adheres to its blueprint, IE,
that replicates its core structure and features;
Therefore the JOM core process, essentially consists of a series of steps to e carried out alongside
the four dimensions, which maximize the inclusion of STS stakeholders and is capable of adjusting






Identify stakeholders;
Stakeholder define goals, expected outcomes and boundaries STS boundary;
(What should be in the system, stakeholder, technology and environment);
Align goals to optimize resource allocation;
Define STS components, functions, behaviors;
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 Identify STS dynamics/flows;
 Outline process to achieve goal/expected outcomes;
 Iterate until goal is achieved.
Figure 3. JOM Process Architecture Modified from ARIS (Architecture of Integrated
Information Systems) [57].

Note: curved arrows indicate iteration and feedback flows.

Figure 4. STS co-evolution.

The resulting JOM core process outline therefore consist of these steps carried out iteratively across
the four level process architecture defined earlier, as shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.
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8.8. Extensions
Extensions are additional model component which amplify and expand the capability of JOM, and
which exceed the scope of the core elements of the metamodel. It is difficult at this stage to anticipate
fully what extensions will be developed with usage, because these will depend on the desired function
they need to support, potentially leading to the modeling of multiple incommensurable perspectives
which cannot be predicted. Extensions presented here so far are envisaged to be shaped following a
strategic management model (Figure 5) that enables the interactions to evolve in such a way capable to
capture the strategic reality they intend to explore and create via the system. Adopting a model which
identifies a series of archetypal choices namely Business, Vision, Tactics, Capabilities, Investment,
Performance “In designing or defining the content of strategies, by means the scientific design cycle,
each design state of this cycle relates to a strategic concept” [59].
Figure 5. Configuration of strategic realities matrix [59].

The extension groupings outlines so far are intended to remain indicative ad purely providing a
conceptual space for further tailoring which has to be carried out by stakeholders and developers on an
“ad hoc” basis to target the uniqueness of each system JOM is going to be applied to. The core and
extension blueprint is supports various aspects of agile/iterative development such as the method plug-in
concept found within the Software Process Engineering Metamodel (SPEM) developed by the Object
Management Group (OMG).
9. Summary Overview of JOM
Addressing socio technical challenges is a new imperative across all areas of organizational
development, but it is becoming increasing important also for all technological systems developers, from
software to cyber-physical infrastructures which societies are becoming increasingly reliant upon. JOM
is a conceptual artifact, providing a set of references to help define socio technical optimization to guide
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design and implementations. It emphasizes iterations, feedback and essentially puts forward the notion
that joint optimization can only occur if it takes place across the three essential dimensions of STS. JOM
is mainly a reference artifact to guide (a) developers to create intelligent evolutionary systems “aware” of
the complex multidimensionality of reality, which exceed the scope of technical boundary traditionally
practiced in engineering and (b) managers and other stakeholders, to design their processes and work
flows to consider the extended boundary, and the co-evolutionary dynamics across the many socio
technical dimensions of a system. Figure 6 illustrates an example of a jointly optimized STS modeled
using the principles underlying JOM, where an extended boundary, elements, processes are evident,
and the emphasis on iteration, information exchange and feedback, is clearly shown by the arrows.
Figure 6. Outline of Jointly Optimized STS system (modified from [60]).

10. Evaluation
There is no standard universally accepted method to evaluate neither metamodels nor STS Joint
Optimization. Evaluation questions are useful in this respect, such as:





Does JOM help joint optimization?
Does JOM describe joint optimization of STS?
How can JO be evaluated?
What are the tangible indicators of JO?

The first version of JOM has been developed iteratively leveraging the experience and heuristics
gathered during professional and research activities spanning several years, which also provided the
motivation for this research, therefore itself is the result of ongoing evaluations. So far JOM has been
used in graduate and postgraduate courses in STS modeling (2013) informally by peers in workshops,
and it has been applied through consulting practice in a series of real world cases and scenarios to
address and resolve different categories of socio technical problems, from lack of employee satisfaction
to lack of adoption of information technology resources, to sloppy (suboptimal) collaboration and team
performance. The initial evaluation received so far via feedback from the experimental user community
can be summarized as:
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JOM is useful to learn about Joint Optimization, otherwise very little known concept, because it is
not taught in engineering curricula, not taught in management;
JOM is useful to some extent to guide the basic aspects of socio technical modeling and joint
optimization, especially at early stage of system conceptualization.
It is however not yet sufficiently formalized to be usable as a standalone modeling tool, but needs to be
used in conjunction with other tools such as UML and various object oriented and ontological approaches.
The publication of a catalog of case studies and evaluation scenarios will be considered in future
work. A conceptual evaluation has been carried out by cross referencing JOM constructs with existing
frameworks such as the five aspects taxonomy by Rhodes [42], showing that each aspect of the taxonomy
finds correspondence in each STS dimension, namely social, technology, and the environment (Figure 7).
Figure 7. Five Level Taxonomy [42] used to populate a STS matrix.

The evaluation so far has resulted in the identification of five different types of Joint Optimization,
each corresponding to one aspect of the taxonomy and briefly characterized as:
Structural JO—Takes place when the structure of the sociotechnical system is determined by
implementing STS design principles across all three dimensions;
Behavioral JO—Takes place when the system behavior is synchronized across all three dimensions;
Contextual JO—Context is optimized when it is captured and represented systematically across all
three dimensions;
Temporal JO—When systemic change and evolution are synchronized across three dimensions;
Perceptual JO—When cognitive structures, knowledge representation and information flows are
harmonized and consistent across the three dimensions.
11. How to Use JOM
When designing systems, “business” analysis is performed to understand the system goals and
scope, as well as to gather information and knowledge about all the factors that are relevant to the
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system and its development and operation. When designing socio technical systems, taking into
account the extended boundary, the number of variables and scenarios increases, and so do the
uncertainties typically associated with large numbers of variables. No development process exists to
support the design of socio technical systems capable of achieving joint optimization, and very limited
examples of guiding principles to guide socio technical development in general. Therefore, in the first
instance, JOM is to be used as a reference for all stakeholders, systems engineers and developers to
keep in mind and learn before and during development what is joint optimization, why it is important
and how it can be achieved. JOM artifacts are to be used to cross reference entities identification and
process design in conjunction with traditional system modeling approaches—whether Object Modeling,
or Entity Relationship techniques—to identify the ingredients (the elements) and the method (the
process) of STS design and engineering so that JO can be targeted as a built in property (or function)
of the system. Considering the trend toward automation—automation of systems design, coding,
operation and to some extent system management—JOM can also be used as an explicit knowledge
representation artifact, which can be encoded and programmed as a learning algorithm, to facilitate
computational modeling and simulation of STS. The author hopes that with usage and refinement JOM
can serve as the basis for supporting the automation of socio technical design and development and
management, and possibly evolve into a metamodeling language of its own.
12. JEO, and the Joint Optimization of Ontology Development
As an example showing how JOM can be used to support the joint optimization in ontology
development, this paragraph provides an outline of Just Enough Ontology (JEO) [61] an agile approach
to ontology development, where bot the ontology and the development process are considered from a
socio technical viewpoint. The majority of information systems today are designed to leverage
knowledge expressed via natural language, where symbols and meanings (semiotics and semantics)
need to be captured and represented adequately for these systems to function. Ontologies are
conceptual and semantic representations widely used, in different forms, to capture and express models
of reality. Digital systems are inherently “information centric”, and ontologies have become essential
shared and explicit knowledge representation mechanisms for open information systems. Until recently,
web based ontologies have largely been considered formal, strictly “technical” artifacts, with the main
purpose to enable artificial intelligence and automated agents to carry out some reasoning. Their
development and deployment has been typically driven by logicians and mathematicians, and heavily
constrained by the implementation language of choice. Under a pragmatic worldview, it is noted that
technically and logically correct artifact not always work smoothly in practice, for a number of reasons:
web based ontologies have turned out to be expensive to develop and maintain, and because their
development is often driven by upfront implementation choices (encoding language), they end up not
being reusable and become owned, de facto, by those who have the skillset to encode and maintain the
artifacts in a particular language, and in a particular environment. From a sociotechnical point of view,
it is important to recognize that are ontologies are “socio technical systems”, in at least two ways:
(1) The development of ontologies—also known as ontology engineering—inevitably relies on a
diverse set of humans who make decisions in relation to goals, scope, methods, requirements,
desired functionalities, etc., but also to its management (costing, resourcing);
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(2) The deployment of ontologies, in the majority of cases, impacts humans because it determines
the functionalities and behaviors of information systems that people increasingly depend on for
their daily lives.
To overcome the shortfalls of traditional formal ontology engineering method, JEO was devised,
as the first socio technical approach to ontology development which incorporates stakeholder
identification as the first step, and where the development of the system is not driven by the upfront
choice of implementation (encoding happens toward the end of the process). Most importantly, by
conjoining stakeholder involvement at every phase of the lifecycle, and supporting “autonomy” of
various stakeholder teams, as well as the principles of flexibility, meaningfulness of tasks and
iterations/feedback, both the development process and the artefacts that derive as final outcomes of
such process can be considered “jointly optimized”. JEO considers an ontology as a system, defined as
“a collection of components organized to accomplish a specific function or set of functions”. The term
system encompasses individual applications, systems in the traditional sense, subsystems, systems of
systems, product lines, product families, whole enterprises, and other aggregations of interest. A system
exists to fulfill one or more missions in its environment. (IEEE 1471). The rationale process and
outcomes of JEO are presented in detail in corresponding publications [62–64]. Below an outline of the
core JEO process, modeled on JOM.
Just Enough Ontology Process (modeled on JOM):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

Identify stakeholders, outline stakeholder profile;
Define the purpose of the ontology (emphasis on representation/indexing, problem solving/
reasoning);
Outline requirements;
Identify and survey existing knowledge sources and existing ontologies, elicit existing knowledge
Assess why the existing knowledge resources do not meet the intended user requirements,
update the requirements with the output of activities above (iterative);
Scoping ontology (defining the boundaries and level of granularity, according to goal and
stakeholders requirements) Update the requirements (iterative);
Devise and implement quality assurance plan Add quality parameters to the requirements
(iterative);
Define the field of competence to identify the knowledge boundaries (competence questions)
Match the field of competence with the knowledge sources;
Define the ontology artifacts: Vocabulary Identify concepts/entities/classes relations, axioms
Refine and map vocabularies to artifacts;
Transfer concepts to ontology language representation: Select knowledge representation
formalisms and annotation depending on stakeholder requirements, scope and goal;
Deploy/systems integration (modular, incremental);
Testing Evaluation quality monitoring competence assessment;
Publishing;
Maintenance/Reuse.
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JEO adopts all of JOM elements (except Culture):
Stakeholder—where the widest possible stakeholder base in identified and included in the process;
Goal/Requirements—where each set of stakeholders contribute to define;
Task (Function/Process)—various tasks are identified;
Resource/Input—stakeholders inputs and knowledge sources;
Resource/Output—artifacts;
Feedback—iterations of all phases.
13. Limitations
This paper summaries efforts in taking steps towards making explicit, by means of a metamodeling
approach, an emergent construct known as socio technical systems joint optimization (STSJO) which is
considered fundamental in STS theory and practice, although still little understood. Given the high
level of abstraction of the proposed conceptual representation of Joint Optimization as a metamodel,
JOM is intended as a general working tool which may need to evolve further to fit disparate
instantiation challenges such as different types of systems in different domains. Its main limitations,
like most metamodels, it is that is very generic. JOM is not a metamodeling language.
14. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presents the justification and the rationale for the development of artifacts to support the
Joint Optimization of Socio Technical Systems. A brief analysis of related approaches found in
literature is presented, together with an outline of JOM, a metamodel that furthers the state of the art
by building on existing work and addressing issues not resolved in existing approaches. Some level of
evaluation is discussed, and evaluation findings presented, including the identification of five types of
Joint Optimization. In future work we expect to apply JOM extensively to a variety of use cases, and to
manipulate JOM iteratively until an optimal artifact is achieved, that we may consider putting forward
as a candidate for standardization with relevant bodies. In future work, variables abstracted from
construct known as Levels of Joint Optimization [17] will be incorporated in JOM and a catalog of
evaluation scenarios and case studies to be compiled in support of future iterations for the development
of the metamodel.
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